A 12-bit 40-MS/s SAR ADC with Calibration-Less Switched Capacitive Reference Driver
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Abstract: This paper presents a switched capacitive reference driver (SCRD) with a low-energy switching scheme. In order to reduce the performance degradation resulting from a signal-dependent voltage drop in a capacitive reference driver (CRD) without increasing the capacitance \( C_{\text{REF}} \) of a CRD, the proposed SCRD utilizes the CRD for LSB conversion cycles. In MSB conversion cycles, a supply voltage is used as a reference voltage to save on area and power consumption. As such, the proposed SCRD significantly relaxes the required \( C_{\text{REF}} \), and does not necessitate bit weight calibration or compensation requiring an auxiliary capacitor-based digital-to-analog converter (CDAC). To evaluate the proposed SCRD, a prototype 12-bit 40-MS/s SAR ADC is fabricated in a 65 nm CMOS process. With near Nyquist frequency, the measured spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) of the SAR ADC with the SCRD is 80.6 dB, which is about a 16 dB improvement from the SFDR of a SAR ADC with a CRD only.
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1. Introduction

Successive approximation register (SAR) analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are the fastest-growing structure due to the advantage of speed improvement from technology scaling. Besides, their excellent energy efficiency is suitable for overall frequency bands, from biomedical and internet of things (IoT) nodes [1,2], to next-generation wireless and network high-speed links [3,4].

In the SAR ADC, a typical way to offer a reference voltage is an active reference driver, as shown in Figure 1a. The active reference driver not only provides a stable reference voltage against on-chip supply noise, but also prevents slow settling from bondwire inductance. However, the active reference driver is power-hungry and is responsible for nearly half of the power consumption of the ADC [5,6]. Furthermore, it may require a higher supply voltage than that of a core ADC, because the reference voltage is often the same as the supply voltage of the core ADC in many SAR ADCs. Other ways to replace the active reference driver are to use the supply voltage of the core ADC as the reference voltage, and to adopt the reference ripple cancellation introduced in [7]. However, the first approach is limited to a system with a stable supply voltage or low-frequency applications where the reference can be fully recovered from the voltage fluctuation [8,9], and the second approach requires a large area for a cancellation DAC to meet noise requirement.

Since several capacitor switching schemes in the charge redistribution (CR) digital-to-analog converter (DAC) [10–14] have reduced the switching energy, a capacitive reference driver (CRD) utilizing a periodically charged capacitor \( C_{\text{REF}} \) as a reference driver, as shown in Figure 1b, is a feasible alternative to the active reference driver with excessive power consumption. During the sampling phase \( (\phi_3) \), the CRD samples an external reference voltage \( V_{\text{REF}} \). In the conversion phase, the charge...
redistribution takes place between the CRD and a capacitor-based digital-to-analog converter (CDAC). Thus, as the capacitor switching proceeds, the reference voltage on the CRD gradually decreases, which causes a signal-dependent error, because the switching energy is consumed differently according to the input level.

![Figure 1. Two types of analog-to-digital converter (ADC) reference driver; (a) an active reference driver and (b) a capacitive reference driver (CRD).](image)

To resolve the signal-dependent reference voltage drop from a CRD during the conversion phase, there are several ways to convert the signal-dependent error to the signal-independent error, and restore it by bit weight calibration [15–17]. In [15], the sampling capacitor is separated from a CDAC. In [16], the auxiliary CDAC is concurrently switched to compensate the signal-dependent charge drawn from the CRD. In [17], multiple CRDs are dedicated to each capacitor in the CDAC. However, to implement bit weight calibration, additional digital logics that require additional power consumption and chip area are inevitable. In [18], the auxiliary CDAC is used to keep binary weight by compensating the reference voltage drop without a bit weight calibration, however this requires an accurate estimation of the parasitic capacitance in the CDAC. Moreover, this is only available for a few MSB capacitors, because the hardware complexity exponentially increases for a larger number of bits.

In this paper, a switched capacitive reference driver (SCRD) is introduced. During MSB conversion cycles whereby larger capacitors in a CDAC are switched, a supply voltage initially acts as a reference voltage. In the remaining LSB conversion cycles, the reference voltage connected to the CDAC is changed to a CRD from a supply voltage. Since most of the capacitor switching energy is consumed during the several MSB conversion cycles, the degree of the reference voltage’s drop in the CRD can be dramatically reduced by using the proposed SCRD, which does not require bit weight calibration or compensation requiring an auxiliary CDAC.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the effect of the signal-dependent error of a CRD on a SAR ADC, and introduces the proposed SCRD. In Section 3, the circuit implementation of the prototype SAR ADC is described in detail. Section 4 shows the measurement results of the prototype SAR ADC to demonstrate the proposed SCRD. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Proposed Switched Capacitive Reference Driver

2.1. Signal-Dependent Error of a CRD

An active reference driver has a finite output impedance ($R_{OUT}$), as shown in Figure 1a. The $R_{OUT}$ needs to be small as the sampling frequency increases and requires more power and area to reduce $R_{OUT}$. On the other hand, a CRD with a large $C_{REF}$, as shown in Figure 1b, behaves like an ideal voltage source with only metal resistance, thus improving the reference voltage settling with no static power consumption, as opposed to the active reference driver.

Despite the advantage of a low power implementation, the difficulty of using a CRD involves the signal-dependent error from charge rebalancing. To analyze the effect of the signal-dependent error of a CRD on a 12-bit SAR ADC, a behavioral simulation is performed for two popular low-energy switching schemes—the monotonic and switchback switching schemes [10,19]—and the dynamic performance
comparison of the two switching schemes for various \( C_{\text{REF}} \) is shown in Figure 2. For the monotonic and switchback switching schemes, a doubling of \( C_{\text{REF}} \) improves the spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) by about 7 dB and 6 dB, respectively. Due to the difference in switching energy, the switchback switching scheme always requires less \( C_{\text{REF}} \) compared to the monotonic switching scheme for the same signal-to-noise and distortion ratio (SNDR) and SFDR. For instance, a \( C_{\text{REF}} \) equal to \( 2^2 \cdot C_{\text{DAC}} \) achieves an SFDR of 65.8 dB and an SNDR of 64.9 dB for the switchback switching scheme, whereas the monotonic switching scheme attains an SFDR of 63.5 dB and 60.8 dB for the same \( C_{\text{REF}} \). Therefore, the switchback switching scheme is utilized in our SAR ADC to reduce \( C_{\text{REF}} \).

![Comparison of SFDR and SNDR for monotonic and switchback switching schemes](image)

**Figure 2.** The dynamic performance of a behavioral simulation for a 12-bit SAR ADC with monotonic and switchback switching schemes according to \( C_{\text{REF}} \).

When using the supply as a reference voltage, the supply fluctuation from the operation of internal logics may directly degrade the performance of the SAR ADC. In addition, if the supply of the core ADC is provided by an external LDO, a huge on-chip capacitor should be required to suppress the ringing in high-speed applications due to bondwire inductance [20]. Figure 3 shows the dynamic performance of a behavioral simulation for a 12-bit SAR ADC, using the supply as the reference, according to the RMS value of supply fluctuation during the conversion phase. Assuming that supply fluctuation occurs randomly, the RMS value of the supply fluctuation should be within at least 1/2 LSB.

![Dynamic performance comparison](image)

**Figure 3.** The dynamic performance of a behavioral simulation for a 12-bit SAR ADC using a supply voltage as a reference voltage according to a RMS value of the supply fluctuation.

### 2.2. Proposed SCRD

Despite adopting the switchback switching scheme, the required \( C_{\text{REF}} \) for high-linearity SAR ADCs remains challenging. Thus, this paper proposes the SCRD to reduce \( C_{\text{REF}} \) without performance degradation. Figure 4 shows the block and timing diagram of the proposed SCRD. Each conversion cycle is identified based on the timings at which each output bit is determined after comparisons. In the total \( N \) conversion cycles for \( N \)-bit SAR ADC, most of the total switching energy is consumed in MSB conversion cycles, because larger capacitors are switched in upper bit conversion cycles. Thus, instead of a CRD during the MSB conversion cycles, if another kind of reference driver supplies the switching energy, the required \( C_{\text{REF}} \) would be reduced dramatically. Among various alternatives, a supply voltage is used to avoid static current consumption. We may define a reference switching...
cycle (RSC) which distinguishes a supply reference mode and a CRD mode. The later the RSC is in the conversion steps, the smaller the energy that is supplied by the CRD.

![Switched Capacitive Reference Driver (SCRD)](image)

**Figure 4.** The block and timing diagram of the proposed SCRD.

In the sampling phase, the supply voltage reliably acts as the reference voltage because there are no large switching activities affecting the supply fluctuation from a comparator and an SAR logic. Furthermore, the supply fluctuation affects the voltages in the differential CDAC equally, which are significantly suppressed in a differential architecture.

The switching energies supplied by the CRD with the different RSC are simulated in a 12-bit SAR ADC, and the result of this is shown in Figure 5. In other words, Figure 5 shows the total energies drawn by the CDAC from the CRD when the CRD is used from the RSC to the last cycle. The switching scheme is based on the switchback, and the effect of the signal-dependent voltage drop caused by charge sharing in the CRD is excluded to account for the worst-case maximum switching energy. Beginning with the fourth cycle, whenever the RSC increases by one cycle, the average switching energy for the CRD is reduced to approximately half. The detailed average and maximum switching energy for the CRD are summarized in Table 1. The switchback switching scheme does not consume switching energy up to the second cycle because the first cycle only performs a comparison without DAC switching. The second cycle consumes no energy due to the zero-energy DAC switching scheme, because the MSB capacitor is switched to the same voltage that the remaining LSB capacitors are connected at. The maximum switching energy for the RSC at the fifth cycle is saved by 66%, and as much as 98% of the maximum switching energy is saved for the RSC at the ninth cycle. In our design, the unit capacitance of the CDAC is 0.4 fF, and both the reference voltage and the supply voltage are 1.2 V.

![Switching Energy for CRD](image)

**Figure 5.** The switching energy for the CRD according to the RSC.
Table 1. Switching energy for the CRD according to the RSC.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RSC</th>
<th>Average Energy (CV&lt;sub&gt;REF&lt;/sub&gt;^2)</th>
<th>Maximum Energy (CV&lt;sub&gt;REF&lt;/sub&gt;^2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (CRD only)</td>
<td>511.5 (100%)</td>
<td>682.1665 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>511.5 (100%)</td>
<td>682.1665 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>511.5 (100%)</td>
<td>682.1665 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>255.5 (49.95%)</td>
<td>425.9165 (62.44%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>127.5 (24.93%)</td>
<td>233.7915 (34.27%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>63.5 (12.41%)</td>
<td>121.729 (17.84%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>31.5 (6.16%)</td>
<td>61.6978 (9.04%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15.5 (3.03%)</td>
<td>30.6821 (4.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.5 (1.47%)</td>
<td>14.9243 (2.19%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.5 (0.68%)</td>
<td>6.9829 (1.02%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.5 (0.29%)</td>
<td>2.9966 (0.44%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.5 (0.1%)</td>
<td>0.9995 (0.15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply only</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
<td>0 (0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Performance Analysis according to a RSC and C<sub>REF</sub>

In our design, two design parameters exist, which are the RSC and the C<sub>REF</sub>. Figure 6 shows the dynamic performance of a behavioral simulation for a 12-bit SAR ADC according to C<sub>REF</sub> and the RSC. For the RSC at the fifth and ninth cycles, the SFDR is improved by about 10.5 dB and 45 dB on average, respectively, compared to only the CRD. Furthermore, based on the SNDR, the required C<sub>REF</sub> is 2 and 32 times smaller compared to the CRD only for the RSC at the fifth and ninth cycles, respectively. Figure 7 shows the static performance of the behavioral simulation of the 12-bit SAR ADC according to different schemes—the CRD only and the SCRD that has the RSCs at the fifth and ninth cycles. In this simulation, we assumed a C<sub>REF</sub> equal to 2<sup>7</sup> · C<sub>DAC</sub> to properly reflect the actual implementation. This selection was based on the full utilization of the area under CDAC, not requiring an additional area for C<sub>REF</sub>. Compared to only the CRD, the RSCs at the fifth and ninth cycles have less integrated non-linearity (INL) error, which is about 41 and 91% of the INL for CRD only, respectively. As the RSC increases, the INL and maximum and minimum differential non-linearity (DNL) are smaller, and the DNL plot becomes a trumpet shape that accounts for the larger switching energy variation with the input moving away from the mid-range, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 6. SFDR and SNDR of a behavioral simulation for a 12-bit SAR ADC according to C<sub>REF</sub> and the RSC.

Figure 7. DNL and INL of a behavioral simulation for a 12-bit SAR ADC according to C<sub>REF</sub> and the RSC.
2.4. Supply-Noise Immunity of the Proposed SCRD

Although the additional current or chip area is not wasted by using a supply voltage as reference, the supply voltage is not clean enough because of the fluctuation caused by logic switching activities and cross coupling. This fluctuation might be alleviated through a large on-chip decoupling capacitor or separation into analog and digital supplies, but those methods cost area or require an additional LDO. Considering only one LDO for a SAR ADC, the major circuits that cause the supply fluctuation and ringing are the comparator and digital logics [21].

The momentary supply fluctuation affects the input voltages of the comparator through both CDACs, and leads to comparator decision error. This error is typically corrected by additional redundancy cycles just like how the incomplete DAC settling error is recovered in SAR ADCs. However, LSB conversion cycles that are not covered by the redundancy cycles are vulnerable to such external noise. In the proposed SCRD, the \( C_{REF} \) in a CRD is charged by a clean external reference during the sampling phase. After an RSC, the CRD takes over the role as reference, and supply noise is isolated from the CRD output, which greatly improves the supply immunity in LSB conversions.

In order to obtain the required size of the redundancy capacitor, the amount of tolerance to supply fluctuation needs to be studied in our switchback switching scheme. Assuming that the supply fluctuation with the maximum amplitude of \( V_F \) is applied to both CDACs in each conversion cycle, the voltage difference, \( V_{F,D} \), between the nodes connected to the comparator inputs in both CDACs can be calculated as follows. For the first conversion cycle, the total capacitance connected to the supply voltage is the same in both CDACs. Therefore, \( V_{F,D} \) for the first conversion cycle is given by

\[
V_{F,D} = |V_{F,P} - V_{F,N}| = 0
\]  

where \( V_{F,P} \) and \( V_{F,N} \) are the voltage variations on positive and negative CDAC, respectively. Except for the first conversion cycle, the worst \( V_{F,D} \) of the \( i \)-th conversion cycle is when all the capacitors connected to the supply voltage are in only one side of both CDACs. Then, the worst \( V_{F,D} \) of the \( i \)-th conversion cycle can be derived as follows:

\[
V_{F,D} = |V_{F,P} - V_{F,N}| = V_{SUP} - \left( \frac{C_{LSB,\text{SUM}}}{C_{DAC}} \right)V_{SUP}
\]  

where

\[
C_{LSB,\text{SUM}} = C_{DAC} - \sum_{k=1}^{i-1} C_{DAC,k}
\]  

In (2) and (3), \( C_{DAC,k} \) is the \( k \)-th MSB capacitor in the CDAC, and \( V_{SUP} \) is the supply voltage of the SAR ADC. Each parasitic capacitance of both CDACs is assumed to be the same, hence excluding it in (2). As the conversion cycle progresses, the \( V_{F,D} \) becomes larger. Thus, the capacitance of the redundancy capacitor should be large enough to cover the worst \( V_{F,D} \) at the last conversion cycle using the supply voltage as the reference driver. In the prototype SAR ADC, two redundancy cycles with a total capacitance of \( 72C(64C + 8C) \) are added at the 7th and 11th conversion cycles, but the first redundancy cycle is intended to compensate for incomplete DAC settling. Therefore, if the reference driver is switched to the CRD after the ninth conversion cycle, the effect of supply variation on both CDACs in the worst case is as follows.

\[
V_{F,D} = \left( 1 - \frac{40C}{2120C} \right)V_{SUP} \approx 0.981V_{SUP}
\]

Then, the tolerable supply fluctuation can be obtained as follows.

\[
V_F < \frac{1}{0.981} \frac{8C}{2120C}V_{SUP} \approx 0.00385V_{SUP}
\]
The redundancy capacitor of 8C can recover the supply fluctuation with an amplitude of 0.385% of the supply voltage, that is, 4.62 mV for a 1.2 V supply. If the RSC performs the two conversion cycles earlier, the tolerable supply fluctuation is improved to about 3.63% of supply (43.5 mV). Thus, in order to further suppress the supply fluctuation, we may increase the capacitance of the redundancy capacitor, or reduce the conversion cycles with the supply voltage as the reference driver.

The purpose of redundancy is not to correct the reference voltage drop of the CRD, but to compensate for the decision errors caused by the incomplete CDAC settling and the noisy supply reference in MSB conversions. Such kinds of incomplete settling errors will disappear by the time the LSBA conversion takes place. Thus, the additional redundancy cycles cannot reduce the error caused by the small capacitance of the CRD, which provides an incorrect reference voltages every time the CDAC switches. The required size of the CRD is only affected by the RSC because the capacitance of the switched capacitor in the CDAC, which affects charge sharing with CRD, is determined by the RSC.

### 2.5. Voltage Mismatch between Two Reference Voltages

In the proposed SCRD, the slight difference between the two reference voltages can be recovered by the redundancy, but it is preferable to use most of the redundancy range for correcting the decision errors before the RSC, which reduces the requirement of an on-chip decoupling capacitor to suppress the large supply fluctuation. In our design, the reference voltage of the CRD is connected to the supply voltage on the off-chip. Thus, the voltage mismatch disappears completely. Owing to the large output capacitor of the external LDO, the supply fluctuation from the supply pad is significantly restrained.

In addition, the reference voltage of the CRD is recovered quickly, even when considering the effect on the bondwire inductance, because the amount of charge supplied to the CRD in the sampling phase is dramatically diminished for the SCRD. To analyze the recovery time in the CRD according to the RSC, the RLC circuit modeling bondwire inductance ($L_{WIRE}$), the switch resistance ($R_{SW}$) and the CRD are utilized, as shown in Figure 8. The transfer function ($TF$) for the RLC circuit is given by

$$TF = \frac{V_{DROP}(s)}{V_{REF}(s)} = \frac{1}{L_{WIRE}C_{REF}s^2 + R_{SW}C_{REF}s + 1}$$

![Figure 8](image-url) Settling time of the CRD from the worst signal-dependent voltage drop according to bondwire inductance ($L_{WIRE}$).

Utilizing a mathematical tool, the calculated settling time for the step response of $TF$ according to $L_{WIRE}$ is also shown in Figure 8. Reflecting on the actual implementation values, $R_{SW}$ and $C_{REF}$ are fixed at 20 $\Omega$ and 110 pF, and the calculated settling time is based on time to settle within 1/4 LSB of the SAR ADC for the worst voltage drop. For small bondwire inductance (less than 1 nH), the recovery time of the RSCs over the fifth cycle is within required time (sampling time = 6.25 ns) in our design. After the RSC at ninth cycle, the worst voltage drop of the CRD is less than 1/4 LSB, which relaxes the required recovery time significantly.
3. Circuit Implementation

The block diagram of the 12-bit SAR ADC with the proposed SCRD is shown in Figure 9. A bootstrap circuit is utilized for the top-plate sampling, and a digital logic for digital error correction (DEC) is included to obtain the typical digital output for a 12-bit ADC. To eliminate mismatch between two references in SAR ADC, the external LDO output voltage \( V_{LDO} \) is connected to the supply voltage \( V_{SUP} \) and the reference voltage of the CRD \( V_{REF} \) at the off-chip with the large decoupling capacitor \( C_{DEC} \), and the CDAC driver separately uses the supply voltage and the reference voltage of the CRD based on the RSC.

![Figure 9. The block diagram of the SAR ADC with the proposed SCRD.](image)

3.1. Dynamic Comparator and Capacitor Switching Scheme

In typical SAR ADCs, the signal-dependent comparator kickback may affect CDAC accuracy. In order to alleviate the signal-dependent kickback from the dynamic comparator to both CDACs, the comparator architecture composed of three stages is adopted [22]. Since the first stage outputs always settle to the same voltage regardless of the input level, the effect of kickback is mitigated in the differential structure, and is regarded as offset. Moreover, the signal-dependent kickback from the dynamic latch at the last stage can be sufficiently blocked through the previous two stages.

Among various low-energy switching schemes [10–14], the switchback switching scheme is adopted to achieve the fast conversion time of the dynamic comparator in the upper bit conversion cycles. The dynamic comparator is composed of an N-type input pair. The first MSB capacitor is switched from ground to \( V_{REF} \), so a fast comparison time is achieved due to the increase in the input common-mode voltage \( V_{CM} \) of the dynamic comparator. The remaining capacitors are switched from \( V_{REF} \) to the ground, thus reducing the noise of the dynamic comparator due to the decrease in \( V_{CM} \) [23].

An additional consideration of the switchback switching scheme is the comparator common-mode variation that causes dynamic offset. Although it can also be covered by a redundancy cycle similarly to the supply fluctuation, the requirement of the redundancy range increases. In order to estimate the redundancy range via the dynamic offset, Monte Carlo simulation is performed for various common-mode voltages in each conversion cycle, and the 1σ offsets of the dynamic comparator according to each conversion cycle are shown in Figure 10. Due to the up–down common mode voltage of the switchback switching scheme, the maximum 1σ offset is at the second conversion cycle, which has the highest common mode voltage. Considering 3σ offset as a worst case, the minimum required redundancy capacitance, \( C_{redundancy} \), to cover the 3σ offset is as follows.

\[
C_{redundancy} = 3\left(\frac{V_{o,worst} - V_{o,14}}{V_{LSB}}\right)C
\]

where \( V_{o,worst} \) and \( V_{o,14} \) are the worst 1σ offset and the 1σ offset at the 14th conversion cycle. \( V_{LSB} \) is an LSB voltage. At the seventh conversion cycle as in the first redundancy cycle, the minimum required
capacitance of the first redundancy capacitor is determined by the 1σ offset at the second conversion cycle, and is calculated to be about 5.4C, which occupies about 8.5% of a redundancy range for the first redundancy capacitor (64C). Similarly, 1σ offset at the 7th conversion cycle is the worst offset between the 7th and 11th conversion cycles, so the minimum required capacitance of the second redundancy capacitor is about 0.3C, which occupies only 3.75% of the redundancy range covered by the second redundancy capacitor (8C). The dynamic offset occupies just 8% of the total redundancy range in our implementation. The dynamic offset for the last four conversion cycles is not covered by redundancy conversion cycles, but it is small and negligible.

Figure 10. The block diagram of the SAR ADC with the proposed SCRD.

3.2. SAR Logic

Figure 11 shows the block and timing diagram of the asynchronous SAR logic. After the sampling phase φs, φs activates the first sequence enable circuit (SEC), as shown in Figure 12. After the first comparison, COMP_DONE goes to high and acts as an enable signal (EN[0]) that activates a latch to transfer the comparator output to the CDAC driver. At the falling edge of COMP_DONE, the shift register transfers φs to SEQ[0], and activates the second SEC while stopping the first SEC. This sequence is repeated until the end of the conversion cycles. When STANDBY is high and DONE is low, each SEC passes COMP_DONE to EN with only one logic delay of the AND gate.

Figure 11. The block and timing diagram of the asynchronous SAR logic.
The total capacitance of the CRD is 110 pF, which is about 27 times larger than $C_{\text{DAC}}$, where $C_{\text{DAC}} = \sum_{i=1}^{12} C_{P,i}$. Each capacitance of the parasitic capacitors $C_{P,i}$ is assumed to be $\alpha \cdot C_{\text{DAC},i}$, where $\alpha$ is $C_{P,i}/C_{\text{DAC},i}$. For a $C_{\text{REF}}$ equal to $2^7 \cdot C_{\text{DAC}}$, the SFDR is degraded by 1 dB and 1.7 dB for $\alpha$ of 0.3 and 0.5, respectively. In the switchback switching scheme with up–down transition, the $C_P$ draws the charge from $C_{\text{REF}}$ only in the first conversion cycle that makes the upward switching transition in the reference connection. On the other hand, in the remaining conversion cycles, only a downward switching transition is used, which eliminates the interaction between $C_P$ and $C_{\text{REF}}$. Therefore, the proposed SCRD can remove the additional reference drop caused by the MSB parasitic capacitor for the RSC at the third cycle or higher.

3.3. Layout of the CDAC and CRD

Figure 13 shows the layout of the CDAC. The unit capacitance of the CDAC is 0.4 fF, which leads to a total capacitance of about 850 fF, including two redundancy capacitors (25.6 Ff + 3.2 fF). The CDAC consists of a custom metal-oxide–metal (MOM) capacitor with an upper metal layer to minimize the parasitic capacitance from the substrate. The CRD is located under the CDAC to eliminate the additional chip area, and is implemented with MOS capacitors to maximize $C_{\text{REF}}$ for the given area. The total capacitance of the CRD is 110 pF, which is about $2^7$ times larger than $C_{\text{DAC}}$.
Figure 14. SFDR of a behavioral simulation of a 12-bit SAR ADC with the CRD only according to the total capacitance of parasitic capacitors (CP).

3.4. CDAC Drivers

Figure 15 shows the schematic of the CDAC drivers implementing the proposed SCRD. During the several MSB conversion cycles, the supply voltage acts as the reference voltage using the stacked P-type MOS transistors (M1 and M2) of each CDAC driver. The turn-on resistance and W/L of each of the P-type MOS transistors (M1-M4) are 30 Ω and 64 u/0.065 u, whereas the flipped voltage follower in [24] would consume more than 1 mA to make 30 Ω. The added switch provides a sufficiently small turn-on resistance. After the i-th conversion cycle, SEQ[i-1] goes to high and waits for the next conversion cycle. Then, at the following conversion cycle named RSC, EN switches the reference voltage from the supply voltage to the VREF of the CRD until all conversion cycles are complete. In the prototype SAR ADC, the RSC is at the ninth cycle. Meanwhile, to prevent glitches during DAC settling, the EN is directly connected to an OR gate for securing the margin of the latch delay.

Figure 15. The schematic of the CDAC drivers with the CRD.

4. Measurement Results

The prototype SAR ADC is fabricated in a 65 nm CMOS process and occupies 0.0448 mm² without the additional area of the CRD, as shown in Figure 16. The supply voltage is only 1.2 V, and the power consumption is 1.1 mW, including the power consumed by the CRD during the sampling phase.

Figure 16. Die photograph.
Figure 17 shows the measured dynamic performance of the SAR ADC with an SCRD for a sampling frequency ranging from 5 MHz to 40 MHz. With the SCRD, the SAR ADC achieves at least an SFDR of 80 dB and an SNDR of 66.3 dB. The measured frequency spectra of the SAR ADC, with an SCRD using the input frequencies of nearly 0.987 MHz and 19.67 MHz, are shown in Figure 18. Even if the input frequency approaches the Nyquist frequency, the SNDR reduction is about 2 dB. At a near-Nyquist input frequency, the SFDR with the SCRD is 80.6 dB. Thus, from Figure 13, we can see that the SCRD improves the SFDR by about 16 dB compared to the CRD only, where the $\alpha$ and $C_{REF}$ are 0.3 and $2^\alpha C_{DAC}$, respectively.

![Figure 17](image1)

**Figure 17.** The measured dynamic performance of the SAR ADC with the SCRD according to the sampling frequency.

![Figure 18](image2)

**Figure 18.** The measured frequency spectrum of the SAR ADC with the SCRD at near 1 MHz and 20 MHz input frequency.

The signal-dependent error of the SCRD can be monitored by DNL and INL. With the SCRD, the measured maximum and minimum DNL and INL are 0.71−0.4 LSB and 0.8/−1.08 LSB, respectively, as shown in Figure 19. The INL is limited to the capacitor mismatch of the CDAC, especially for an MSB capacitor. Except for the effect of the capacitor mismatch, the measured DNL plot has a trumpet shape because the degree of reference voltage drop in the CRD is largely changed with the input away from the mid-code. However, the DNL error caused by the reference voltage drop is less than 0.5/−0.5 LSB.

![Figure 19](image3)

**Figure 19.** The measured DNL and INL of the SAR ADC with the SCRD.

Figure 20 shows the measurement setup for observing the ADC performance according to the supply fluctuation with an amplitude of $V_{AMP}$. The bias tee of Mini-Circuits combines the interference...
signals with a 1.2 V supply voltage from Agilent E3631A. The frequencies of the interference signals of Agilent E4438C are chosen such that the frequencies are not sub-multiples of the sampling or input frequency. Furthermore, in order to observe only the effect of the internal supply fluctuation, the reference voltage connected to the CRD is supplied stably by another external LDO. Utilizing this measurement setup, the dynamic performance of the SAR ADC is measured for the supply reference and the SCRD by varying \( V_{\text{AMP}} \), as shown in Figure 21. Owing to the redundancy cycle, the dynamic performance of the SCRD maintains up to 25 mV for the \( V_{\text{AMP}} \), while using the supply reference only, and has no tolerance to the noise with increasing \( V_{\text{AMP}} \). If the RSC moves to a lower bit, the tolerable supply fluctuation is reduced because the effect of the supply fluctuation dominates at the bit conversion cycle that is lower than (2).

![Figure 20](image_url)  
**Figure 20.** The measurement setup to observe the effect of the supply fluctuation on the dynamic performance of the SAR ADC.

![Figure 21](image_url)  
**Figure 21.** The measured dynamic performance of the prototype SAR ADC for the supply reference and the SCRD by varying \( V_{\text{AMP}} \).

Table 2 summarizes the overall performance of the SAR ADC with the SCRD and other SAR ADCs. The SAR ADC with the SCRD achieves an SFDR of 81.6 dB and an effective number of bits (ENOB) of 10.46 at the Nyquist input frequency without bit weight calibration or compensation utilizing an auxiliary CDAC, which leads to a figure-of-merit (FOM) of 19.59 fJ/conversion step. The achieved peak SFDR is the highest if we consider no bit weight calibration involved. The power consumption for the reference driver is only 7.4 \( \mu \text{W} \), which consumes only CDAC switching energy. Compared to other SAR ADCs with CRD, the proposed SCRD consumes the least power due to its structure without an auxiliary CDAC for compensating for reference voltage drop, or a digital circuit for bit weight calibration. Although a slightly larger size of CRD with the capacitance of 110 pF is used, the SAR ADC with the SCRD occupies the smallest area owing to the location of the CRD under the CDAC utilizing the MOS capacitors. Furthermore, by including the redundancy capacitors implemented in our design, an SFDR of 80 dB can be obtained by the CRD with 14 repetitions of CDAC for the SCRD, which means the additional area for the CRD is small even if the MOS capacitor is not used under the CDAC. In our implementation, an additional conversion cycle is allocated for redundancy to compensate for errors caused by supply fluctuation, which increases conversion time. Thus, for high-speed applications, a non-binary search algorithm can be considered to reduce the additional cycle [25].
Table 2. Performance summary and comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>This Work</th>
<th>[15]</th>
<th>[16]</th>
<th>[17]</th>
<th>[18]</th>
<th>[26]</th>
<th>[5]</th>
<th>[6]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology (nm)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resolution (bit)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supply Voltage (V)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling Rate (MS/s)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak SFDR</td>
<td>81.6</td>
<td>88.6</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>97.5</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>103.1</td>
<td>89.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference driver power (µW)</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>N/m</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7330</td>
<td>3200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC Power (mW)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>31.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>17.57</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference driving method</td>
<td>CREF</td>
<td>CREF</td>
<td>CREF</td>
<td>CREF</td>
<td>CREF</td>
<td>Supply</td>
<td>Buffer</td>
<td>Buffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(_{\text{SAMPLE}}) (pF)</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>N/m</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C(_{\text{REF}}) (pF)</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bit weight calibration</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compensation using an auxiliary CDAC</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference driver included in area?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>N/m</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reference driver area (mm(^2))</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>N/m</td>
<td>N/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADC area (mm(^2))</td>
<td>0.0448</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOM (fJ/conversion step)</td>
<td>19.59</td>
<td>146.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>156.9</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>117.2</td>
<td>43.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N/m = Not mentioned.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents a switched capacitive reference driver (SCRD). During several MSB conversion cycles, a supply voltage acts as a reference voltage and provides most of the switching energy to the CDAC. From an RSC, the CRD offers a reference voltage instead of the supply voltage, with less signal-dependent error owing to the small switching energy during the lower bit conversion cycles. From the measurement, we see that a prototype SAR ADC achieves an SNDR and an SFDR of 64.7 dB and 80.6 dB, respectively. The SAR ADC consumes 1.1 mW at Nyquist input frequency, which leads to an FOM of 19.59 fJ/conversion step.
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